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A NUMBERSYSTEM WITH AN
I RRATI ONAL BASE
George

Bergman

The reader is probably familiar with the binary system and the decimal system and probably understands the basis for any others of that
type, such as the trinary or duodecimal. However, I have developed a
systemthat is based, not on an integer, or even a rational number,but
on the irrational numberr (tau), otherwise knownas the "golden sectionT', approximately1.618033989 in value, and equal to (1+ V5) /2.
In order to understand this system, one must comprehendtwo peculiarities of the numberr. They are based on tau's distincive property 1
that
n
n-1 + n-2
Take any approximation(A1) of r . Taking the reciprocal, we get a
(a.)
number(a 1) that is proportionately the same distance from1/ras A 1 was
fromr, but arithmetically nearer. Adding 1,2we get a number (A 2) that
is proportionately nearer r than al was to I/r but arithmetically just
as near. Since al is arithmetically nearer than A 1, A2is nearer in both
respects to r than A1. Repeating the process of taking the reciprocal
and adding 1, we approach r . Now, taking 1 as A 1, and expressing our
approximationsof r (i.e. A1,A2,A3, etc.) as fractions, we get
1 2 3 5 8 13;
1 1 2 3 5 8
Taking either the numerators or the denominators, we get what is
know as the Fibonacci Series, each term of which is formed by adding
the two previous terms3; for
fn+2

fn+ 1

1+-

1
fn+1)

=1+ fni
fn+1

fn+ 1+fn
fn+

so fn+2=fn+

1

+fn

i

fn/

(We designate the nthtermof the Fibonacci Series by fn. setting f1= 1,
f2 = 1. Ihis practice shall be used throughoutthe article .)
(b.) Anyintegral power of r can be expressed in the form rn = AT+ B,
whereA andB are integers and, in fact, numbersin -theFibonacci Series.
The explanation of this startling fact is really rather simple:
98
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Since

r=

and since

r3

and

r + 0

2 + r1

(lr

r 3=

r2

Ir + 1,

=

+ 0) + (Ir

+ 1) = 2r + 1.

In the same way
(Ir

r2 + r3=

r=

+ 1) + (2r + 1)

- 3r + 2.

In general
r=

rn

+ r

=(f
=

1r+fn2) + (f2

(fn- 1 + fn-2)

+f3

+ (fn-2

+

fn3

(see Note 2.)

=fnr+ fn-1

Can this be applied to negative powers of r ? We don't knowanyFibonacci numbersbefore 1, but it is easy to see how we can find them:
Taking 1 and 1 as our first two, we can see that the term before must
be 0, since that is thie only nunber whichl, ien added to 1 gives l- In
the same way, the numberbefore that must,be 1, sinice I is the only nurnber that, when added to 0 gives 1; and the next termmust be -1, since
no other numbergives 0 when added to 1. Continuing this process, we
get 0, 1, -l1 2, -3, 5, -8, 13, -21...
Obviously, this is alternately
-1
+1 and
times the corresponding Fibonacci nunbers. But can this be
proved to be true in all cases? It can by induction. The rule we wnmt
to prove, expressed as an equation, is:
f

f-y=(i_)Y+If

y

Let us assume it true for y = 1, 2,
the Fibonacci Series:

-nr f n-1

f -n+1

=f-n+l

f-(n+l)

=

f -(n+l) = (-1)

f-(n+1) = (-1)

n. Nowby the basic property of

n+I

t

f n
f

(-1) n

f

2(fn- 1 + fn)

fn+1

The inductive proof is completed by the examples already cited.
Applying this to powers of r, we make a list of themfrom r 5to r5
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- 8

r-5 =5r
-3r

T

r

ro
or +
r1 = ir +

+ 5

2r - 3

=

0

1
2r + 1
ir +

r2

-2 =-lr + 2
r- -1 =
r - I

1

r
r 4 = 3r + 2
r 5 = 5r + 3

Now, at last, we shall get back to our concept of a systembased on r.
Like the binary system, it can have only two symbols: 1 and 0. But, unlike the binary system, it has the rule (2):
100 = 011 5 (place the
decimal point anywhere- it's a general rule). But how do we find the
numbers?We knowthat 1 is r 0 or 1.0. Next, looking at the table of

powers of

T,

one notices
T1 =iTr

that

+O

and

r

=_r

+ 2.

Addingthemtogether, one gets
1+

-2

(irI

+ 0) + (-IT

+ 2)

= 2.

Therefore, 2 = 10.01 (in this system). Of course, because of rule (2),
this can also be expressed as 1.1 6 10.0011, 10.001011, 1.101011,
etc., but 10.01 is what I call the simplest form (that form in which
there are no two l's in succession, and which, therefore, cannot be
acted upon by the reverse of rule (2), called simplification (11= 100).
To convert a numberto its simplest form, repeatedly simplify the leftmost pair of consecutive l's.
To continue with our "translation" of numbersinto this system,we
notice (after a careful examination of the table) that r 2 = Ir + 1 and

-ir + 2,
and adding them together r 2 + r-2 = 3,
and so 3 is
100.01 in this system. M2at about 4? Well, since r 2 + r -2 = 3, r+2 ++ r0 ( 101. 01) must equal 4, since rT = 1. Can this methodof adding ibe
r-2=

used for other numbers?The answer is "yes"; just convert the number
into the formin which there is a zero in the units column and place a
1 in it. If the methodof conversion is not obvious, use this method:
a. Change to the simplest form.
b. If there is no 1 in the units column, you are finished. If there
is, look in the r-2 column (there can't be any in the r-1 columnbecause it is in its simplest formand there is a 1 in the columnnext
0 there, expand 7 the 1 into the rT- and r-2
to it),; if there is
columns(that's all); if there is 1, look in the r -4olumn; if there
and r 4
r
is a zero there,expand the 1 in the r -2 columninto the T3
columnand the 1 in the units columninto the rT and r2 columns.If
there is a 1, look in the r-6 column; if there is a zero, expand the
1 in the T ~4 column into the r 5 and r- columns, the 1 in the r 2
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column into the r-3and r-4column, and the 1 in the units column
-1
2
into the r
and r - colums; if on the other hand there is a 1,
look in the r-8colum, etc. If it is the endless fraction 1.0 1010101
change it to 10.000000
We can now construct a table of integers in this system. fHereare
those from0 to 14 (in their siWplest forms)
0 - O
1
1
-1001
3 - 100.01

5 - 1000. 1001

10

-

10100.0101

6

-

1010.0001

11

-

8

-

10001.0001

13

-

10101.0101
100000. 101001
100010.001001

712

-

4- 101.01
9- 10010.0101
14- 100100,110110
Examples of the basic processes

1. Change 100101.111001 (equals 16) to the simplest form. The first
pair (farthest left) is in the units and r1 column, so we simplify it
into the r 1 column, giving 100110.011001, This time the pair farthest
to the left is the -one we have just created with our new 1 in the r 1
column (the result of our simplification), added to the 1 already in
the r 2 column. This we simplify into a 1 in the r 3 column, which gives
us 101000.011001. Finally, we change the last remaininigpair (in the
r-2 and r-3 columns) into a 1 in the r"1 column, arriving at our final
answer: 101000. 100001
Change 101.01 (4) to a formwith a zero in the units column.(i.e.
a formto which 1 can be added), One can see that it is already in its
simplest form. However, there is a 1 in the units column, and we must
removeit. The first thing we do is look in the r-2 column; sixice there
is a I there, we 1lcookin the r 4 colum, ThiS is ert y, and so we expand the 1 in the r 2 columninto the r -3 ad r -4 columns, getting
10100 11. Now that the r -2 colum is erty, we c
expand t-'.he unit into
has a zero
d r 1 columns, getting 100.-11K, vwh>ch
a pair in the r2
20

in the units

ceolumnU

100 ,11-'LI+==101

We-can now add I to it:
1111 = l S0 O0ll--

l0009 01-f . =O000

001

( five

TPheArithr;etic Operations
Th- arithnmeticaloperationis, although they are basically

the sam-r2l
as

in amy{other system, are, in practice,
quite different because of thle
As
first
this
our
of
iarties
peculi
system.
step in all of O-m,We7 ei. P
m nate zeros, which would only hinder us, and show the pilaice values o:f
foui- (0LO
l's by actural placement in columns, For iLn.stnce,
) would
be

1i1

111,

the

heavy

line

representS^Ig

the

'decim1aN

Io<.

Tthe

riecess 4ty for this step results from the fact that , though i the Systems to w-hicbhwveare accust iued, 'the steps of addition are sirnple enough
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to be performedmentally, this is not so in the tau system; nor is each
columnnon-dependenton the one to the left of it. It is thus necessary to have lined columns in which to carry out the work.
Nowfor the actual processes, we shall start with addition. The example
10010.0101
+

9 would be represented by 1

11

l

11

1010.0001 (+6

1

In this set-up it can be seen that we have a pair, consisting of a 1 in
the r3 column and one in the r4 column.This we simplify into a l in the
r5 column

1 V Ir*
V

Now, however, we have no obvious way to continue. We are left with two
1's in the samecolumn.Wecan neither add themtogether to give 2 (as
we would in the decimal system), nor is there any simple "carrying'
operation. Wemust, therefore, change this to a fonr not having two I's
in the same column. We will start by expanding one of the l's in the rT

1'MXi;!

column:

111i

Now we can simplify the pair we have just created in the rt and units
columns:

and the one in the r-1 and r2 columns:

ii 1 1
i1\41 Ci'ii1'I

L : KI

We shall now use the same type procedure for the l's in the rT4 column.
Weexpmd one of the l's there:
1 tZ |

and simplify in the r 4 ar.d r 5 columns:

1111
A11
141
111
V
'uh

and express our answer in ordinary form, writing 1' s in columns with an
un-crossed-out 1 and 0 s in the columnswhere all have been crossed out:
100101.001001 (15)
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For general rules as to procedure, I believe that these will do
in most cases. (These general rules and the ones for the other
processes are not the types of rules that, if disobeyed, would give the
wrong answer, but merely guides to the quickest way to get the right
one):
a) Expand only whenthat is the only way to removea 1 fromthe same
colum as another, regardless of whether this will result in the same
situation in another column, but only if no more simplification can be
done.
b) Simplify wheneverpossible, and, if there are two or more pairs,
always simplify the one farthest to the left first. Because of this rule,
simplification should never result in two l's in the same column, i.e.

ratherthan|1
I11 ll shouldbe simplifiedinto 1114I1,AIl1

|LI

Subtract ion
Subtraction is the next process I shall describe. As in addition, we
set up the numbersin columns, but here we shall assign negative values
to the l's fromthe subtrahend. For instance, to find (11-6) we set up

11/11
VL

We now "cancel"

the 1 and the -1 in the r-4 column, giving

11 111

11

11 1,&

11lIK11
1JVKA

Next, we expand the 1 in the r 2 column, getting

Again, we cancel, this time in the r 1 column,

AK14w: ei

i,nthis

th

i

And again we expand, this time the 1 in the

4n

1

K1

r4

column, getting

AIi
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For the third time we cancel, (in the r3 column) giving

-11 1

-1I}

11

This we treat just as we would if we were adding and arrived at this
stage; by expandingone of the l's in the units columnwe get

Next we simplify the pair in the units and r

columns getting

and the pair we thereby formin the r 1 and

r2 columngetting

Finally, we expand one of the l's in the

r-2 column, getting

.

4

1

|Z 1

X

A A A A A

and simplify the resulting pair in the r 2 and r
our final answer

or 1000.1001 (5)

~~~~1
1,A

columns) getting as

1

1

For subtraction it is harder to formulate a general rule, but I think
it would sufficeto say: Cancel wheneverpossible and simplify or expand
wheneverthat would permit cancellation (also remembernot to confusea
I XI-)i) and not to makethe mistakeof "expand1 with a -1 (I'I ii -11 Ill
ing" a -1 into two +1's.) After all -l's have been removedby cancellation, proceed as you would with an addition example.
Multiplication
Multiplication involves nothing new. We simply place the partial products as we do in the decimal system, and add. For instance:
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101.01
x 100.01
Setting up the partial

(3 x 4)

products, we get

and (from now on it is simple addition)
in the units column:

10101

1010 1

or

expanding one of the l's

Lll1 11
1l11

We now simplify the pair in the units and r-I

column

and the pair we thius produce:

and again the pair this simplification

Next we expand one of the l's
l's in the r- 4 column:

produces, getting:

irn the r-2

column, and one of the

Finally, we simplify the pair in the r-2 and r-3 columns, and then
-4 and rT5
the one in the r
columns, giving our final answer:

or
Division

Division

is

quite

different

in this

1 0 0 0 O 0.1 0 1 O10
system,

and is,

in fact,

rather

odd. Thie only things it has in commonwith ordinary division are the
basic principles behind it, the way the example looks, and the movement
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of the "decimal point" to eliminateany figuresto the rightof it in the
divisor.It is best explainedby an example: 12 dividedby 2, or

111:1H+H1
1tHHFtHzH
:111

which,aftermovingthe "decimal point", is

tI)-11iI

1

1 1 11111t

Now, since we are dividingby j1
1l, if there are anywheretwoI's
withtwo spaces betweenthem(the spaces can be emptyor full), theycan
of the
be crossed out and a 1 placed in the quotientabove the rightmost
two. This crossing out in no way signifies that the l's should not be
there,but is merelyequivalentto, in long division (decimal) the subtraction of the productof the numberplaced in the quotientand the divisor
fromthe dividend.Since the numberplaced in the quotientcan only be 1
(placed in any column,of course), we merelysubtractthe dividend(placed
in that same column),i.e. cross it out. It is obvious thatonce the whole
dividend has been crossed out, the group of l's in the quotient,after
being changedto the simplestform,will be the completequotient.Getting
back to ouroriginalproblem,we see that we do have just such a set of
l's in the r-1 and rT4 column,and so we cross it offand place a 1 in the
quotient,getting

S1

1

ii

11

1

1a lZ

.;l-

But now, you maysay, thereare no morepairs of l's spaced in thatway;what shall we do? The answer is our old pair of friends,expansion and
simplification.Since theydo not change the value of a iiumber,if either
of those processes yields a set of l's spaced correctly,that set can be
crossed offand a 1 placed in the quotientjust as thoughthat set were
part of the originalnumber.Since in our problemit is so farimpossible
to simplify,we shall expand. Expandingthe 1 in the r column,we get

1 11 ,!1111
111Xa
74Ib
IX

No such set yet. However,when we expand the 1 we've just placed in
the r5 column,giving
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we have not one but two such sets (rememberthat all we need is two l's
with that certain separation, regardless of intervening and crossed out
l's), one made of the l's in the r1 and r4 columns, and the other of the
l's in the r3 and r6 columns. Crossing thembothout and placing the l's
in the correct places in the quotient, we get

11 111 wrfnT1Y1T1m1X rwt+
and since there are no more l's in the dividend, our numberin the quotient
is the complete quotient, and so 1010.0001, or 6, is our answer. This
time the general rule is: Always take that course of action that will place
your next 1 (i.e., a 1 in the quotient-set in the dividend) farthest to the
left. By a course of action, I mean a series of expansions and simplifications and the exchange of a set for a 1 in the quotient that follows; or
simply that exchange, if the set is already there. (I did not obey this rule

in mydemonstration
so that I could show the process in a simplerway.)

This is so that the answer be in its simplest form.
By the way, the processes of addition, subtraction, and often mnultiplication, can be performedtogetherby writingthe addends, the subtrahends,
and the partial products in one set of columns; forinstance: 2x3+4+3 -5:
10.01
x 100.01 + 101.01 + 100.01- 1000.1001

H
t

|I

and workingit out:
t

t

j]L|

|

1| 1
1

t! }

|

partial products

jv

~-~iaddendsIIILL
subtrahend

1 0 0 0

1. 0 0 0 1
(8)

Now that we knowthese fourprocesses, we have a muchbetterway of
finding a number in this system than merely repeatedly adding i's until
we reach it. For instance, to find thirty-seven,we can multiply6 x 6 and
add 1; to check the arithmetic,we multiply7 x 5 and add 2:
1010.0001
x 1010.001 + 1

(to check)

1000.1001
x 10000.0001 + 10.01
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What's more, we are not only able to find integers, but, since we can
divide, we ought to be able to find fractions also. Let us try. First, we
shall attemptto find '/2. We begin by setting up our division:

1t1

111.

Our first set, as can be seen, will have its leftmost 1 in the r
We thereforeexpand the 1 in the r2 column:

The other one we need to complete the set is a 1 in the r2
we get by expanding the 1 in the units column:

column.

column; this

1 ii 12I;I
izlit"t""l

Afterwe exchange our set for a 1 in the quotient (r-2 column), we notice
that our remainder is 1 (in the r1 column). Since 1 is the numberwe
started with, the next figure in the quotient and the next remainder should
be the same as these. However, the question is where in the quotient
shall we place it? Since our first 1 was in the r column (because we
moved the decimal point) and our remainder is three places to the rightof
it, in the r-T column, our next 1 in the quotient should be three places
to the right of the first 1 there. Since the next remainder will bear the
same relationship to the first remainder as the first did to our original 1,
the following 1 in the quotient will be three places to the right of our
second 1. Since this can be carried on indefinitely, it appears that '/2
expressed in the Tau System is .01001001001ool........ (any "doubting
Thomases" may carry it out a few places to see).
Before we go on to other fractions, it would be wise to mention something about 1 in the Tau System. As you can easily see, 1=.11=.1011=
.10o1011.10101011 etc. It is, therefore,equal to the endless "fraction"
If we can
.10101010.... (just as in the decimal system 1=.9999999....).
now take this fraction and expand the leftmost 1, and then expand the
1 in the r- 3 column, so as to prevent the occurrence of two l's in the
same column, and then expand the 1 in the r(5 column so that there are
not two l's in that column, etc., we will get .01111111.... If, on the other
hand, we start by expanding l's in other columns, we get: .100111111...,
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etc. Therefore, if you multiply
101010011111.....,
and
10.01
.1001111111. ..o, this does not
by
(2)
get
(2)
mean that 2xy2=a fraction, but merely shows a differentway of representing 1.
To get back to fractions, we can make a list of them just as we did of
integers before:
1/2 = .010010010010...........
1/3 = .001010000010100000101000.......
1/4= .001000001000001000001000 .
1/5 =.00010010101001001000001001010100100100. ........
.10100111111 .....,

.01001001001....

1/10 = .000010000100010100001010001010101000100101000001001000100
00000001...
Of course, finding these fractions is immea'surablyharder than finding
Y2,and with 1/10 I had to work it out 5 or 10 times before I got the correct
answer, as there is muchroom for error.
By the way, no fraction can be terminatingin this system, since that
would mean that it could be expressed as the sum of a group of integral
powers of Tau. Since all the powers of Tau can be expressed as the sum
of an integer and an integral multiple of Tau; if the integral multiples
the result will be
"cancel" (e.g. r4+r
3+r-4=lr-1+2r-3-3r+5=1)
an integer, and if they don't (e.g. 2r-3-3r+5=r+2),
it will naturallybe
irrational. However, when we have an endless series, this paradox is
detoured by admitting the fact that Lim AT+B with A and B always
m.
integral can be a rational fraction if A and B
The Tau System has a good many other interesting and unusual characteristic s, and investigation by the readers of some, such as the frequency,
occurrence, and nature of numbers witth a 1 in the units column (when in
simplest form)mightprove interesting.I do notknowoI any useful application
for systems such as this, except as a mental exercise and pastime, though
it may be of some service in algebraic numbertheory. For instance, the
numbers expressible in the Tau System in terminatingform consist of
all the algebraic integers in R(5-), and some of the properties of numbers
in this and other systems mightcorrespond to facts about associated fields.
Definitions Invented for Workin the Tau System
Expanad: alter three successive figures of a numberby changing ..100...
to ...011... The result is the same in value as the original, because
of rule (1). This does not mean change zeros to ones and ones to
zeros; just this specific change.
Simplify: the reverse of expand; alter the figures thus: change .-QGL]Loe
and rn-2
to ...100... One speaks of simplifying the l's in the r n
one
column.
of
r'
into
the
columns
Also,
speaks
expanding the 1 in
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the rn' columninto the rn- and r `2 columns.
Simplest form:that formof a numberwhich has been simplified until no
more simplification is possible. It therefore has no two l's in succession. It also has the fewest l's and is the easiest formto work with.
Columns: just as in our decimal system we speak of a units column, a
ten's column, a hundred's column, a tenth's column, etc., in the Tau
system we speak of a units column, a r column, a r-' column, etc.
Paiil: two l's in succession.
Cancellation: a change of the form

Set: in division, two or more l's arranged with the same spacing as the
l's in the divisor (regardless of intervening l's). A set can be "exchanged" for a 1 in the quotient.
1also true of - l/-r; there are other numberswhich have similar properties,
e.g. there is a numberS between 1 and 2 for which S3=S2+S+l.
Ed.
2because

r1-'+rO=r.

3this is the basic propertydefining the Fibonacci Series.
4There is also a more complex proof which involves multiplyingthe expressions like 2r+ 1 by r, giving 2r2 + r, and expanding r into r+1.
5This is a restatementof r n = r

1 + r n-2.

6By changing the 1 in the r column to 1.1.
'If you come across words (like "expand") used in an unfamiliar way,
look for them in the list of definitions at the end of this article. I have
put there all words which I have had to invent or alter for use in this
system, so as not to break up the text by explaining them.
Jr. High School 246
Brooklyn, N. Y.
(see page 91)
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